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Introduction

24
In the field of cognitive cartography, a map is a cognitive representation of the (Laukkanen, 1990) , which could be considered as a subset of cognitive mapping.
48
In this paper, cognitive mapping embraces the wider definition, which can (Fiol and Huff, 1992 (Hiemstra, 2006) .
93
The usefulness of future scenario building is in empowering organisations to predetermined themes and questions which gave a focus to the discussion.
139
The delegates were then asked to choose a theme which they felt comfortable 140 and knowledgeable to discuss and were interested in. The list of themes and 141 questions are presented in Table 1 (columns 1 and 2). Those who chose the 142 same theme were asked to form a group, with six groups of between three 143 and four people in total.
144
The groups identified desired outcome(s) or goal(s) within the theme under 145 discussion on the right-hand side of the A1 paper (i.e. in the future). Goals are in the future, for example:
242
• As a futuring technique, cognitive mapping is a potentially useful approach 243 for engaging participants in thinking about and discussing the future,
244
identifying and appreciating the interconnectivities of the related issues,
245
and understanding the possible implications of potential future events.
• Feedback from participants suggested that cognitive mapping was a 247 challenging exercise with a significant increase in difficulty from the more 248 common "sticky labels brainstorming" session (where they just identify 249 issues in relation to a particular theme). Here, the process demanded a 250 higher level of intellectual engagement and interaction between those 251 involved, which became easier when participants became more familiar 252 with the process and the other participants. There was however, a strong 253 tendency for participants to establish sequences of fairly generic events 254 rather than more detailed and challenging cause-and-effect relationships.
255
• This difficulty seems to be exacerbated by the need to consider events in 
